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We are about a third of the way through the 
competition season for most of our programs 
and all is on track (bad pun) at this point. How-
ever, there are a number of other things going 
on in the Region too. There is a really great 
video article by Dr. Steve Olvey and Dario 
Franchitti about concussions which everyone 
who puts on a helmet, and workers too, should 
take a look at. You can find it on our website on the Club Racing page. 
I had mentioned, back in April, about the work our bylaws committee 
was doing on our (now outdated) regional bylaws. They have wrapped 
up their portion of the effort and your board of directors will review 
the revised document at the June BOD meeting. The revised bylaws 
have been sent to Quantum Governance for comment and sugges-
tions and they will be included in the BOD review. The next step is to 
send them to National for their approval after which the final version 
will be included on the ballot at our annual election. Why do I bother 
you with this now? Well, we don’t have a great history of turning out a 
lot of votes in our elections. Out of about 2300 eligible members last 
fall, only 237 voted for candidates for your 2017 board. Our current 
bylaws require a much higher turnout than that to approve a revision. 
And there are several significant changes in the suggested new by-
laws. We will publish the new bylaws in plenty of time for everyone 
to read and digest before you are asked to vote. If you don’t want to 
wade through the verbiage then seek input from those whose opinions 
you value, then vote!! We will be having a PDX event at Dominion 
Raceway in September. The track was approved last year and we had 
our inaugural, and pretty wet, PDX there last October. We are hoping 
it will be approved for Time Trials too so that they can be added to 
this year’s schedule to go with the PDX. Dominion has not yet been 
approved for Club Racing though work is ongoing and track manage-
ment hopes it will be approved soon. And now, as a total surprise to 
everyone who reads this column, I am going to ask for a few of you 
to step forward and volunteer to help with some of the ongoing tasks 
that keep the region humming. We’ve got lots of things going on, from 
competition to public relations to things like the publication you are 
reading now to the NEDiv Roundtable we’ll be hosting in the fall and 
much more. All could use an extra hand or two. You can find the right 
person to contact on our webpage under “Contact us” “Region Direc-
tory”. You may also email myself or one of the other board members.

RE Report - Paul Anderson
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Big Wheels 
 
Please be respectful of 
these volunteers and limit 
calls to between the  hours 
of 9:00AM to 9:00PM

Region Office
Heidi S. Weir
Region Administrator
P.O. Box 4334
Silver Spring, MD
20914-4334
cluboffice@wdcrscca.org
(800) TRY-4SCCA
Office: 301-572-7444
Office: 800-879-4722
Fax: 301-572-2211
 
2017 Board of Directors
Paul Anderson  
Regional Executive
member310@verizon.net
410-207-0193
 
Chuck Edmondoson  
Assitant RE
fastcarphysics@gmail.com
 
Mike Snyder, Treasurer
michaelsnyder1961@
yahoo.com
 
Anne Callihan, Director
atc.bod@gmail.com
304-535-8496
 
Dave Fitzgerald, Director
dafitzgerald@gmail.com
703-919-7837
 
Eric Wallgren, Director
wdcrbodwallgren@gmail.
com
301-793-bike
 
Lin Toland, Secretary
lin@tolandracing.com
304-264-4858
 

Brian Garfield, Director
bgarfield@gmail.com
 
Steve Salisbury, Director
faststeak@gmail.com
410-529-2338

Club Racing
Greg McDermott
Director of Club Racing
clubracechair@wdcr-scca.org
703-960-8970
 
 
Solo (Autocross)
Sam Vassallo, Chair
solochair@wdcr-scca.org
 
Brian Garfield
Novice Coordinator
bgarfield@gmail.com
 
 
RallyCross
Adam Kimmett, Chair
rallychair@wdcr-scca.org
C: 540-538-5665
 
Mike Golden, Tech Chief
rallytech@wdcr-scca.org
 
 
Road Rally
Eric Salminen 
mgobrallymaster@gmail.com
 
 
PDX / Time Trials
Travis Dixon, Chair
pdxchair@wdcr-scca.org
C: 410-346-5160
 
Mhyar Alzayat, Chief Instructor
pdxci@wdcr-scca.org 
703-362-5099

Lin Toland, Chief Steward
lin@tolandracing.com

 
Member Services
Bob Crawford, Member 
Services Chair
membership@wdcr-sc-
ca.org
301-589-6782
 
Eric Monterastelli 
Webmaster 
wdcrscca@gmail.com
443-571-3114

Straightpipe
Taylor Hyatt,Editor
straightpipe@wdcr-sc-
ca.org
717-552-7695
 
Bob Crawford
Business Manager
mrgto68@hotmail.com 
301-589-6782
 
Area 2 Director
Jack Burrows
johnjackburrows@aol.
com
703-304-2003Bi
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Club Racing Report - by Greg McDermott

Though I am writing this report mere days before the sec-
ond home MARRS event of the season, we are nearly 
halfway through the 2017 MARRS calendar. Nearly 200 
cars turned out for MARRS 1 on April 8-9, which also 
served as the first stop of the 2017 NEDiv Champion-
ship Series.  For once the weather was generally kind for 
our early season races, and we were rewarded by close 
racing throughout some rather large fields, highlighted by 
the 48-car SSM field. The Region had obtained a waiver 
to allow SSM to field up to 55 cars on the 2-mile Summit 
Point Circuit, and advance registrations were as high as 
52 before the usual practice day attrition and late with-
drawals resulted in a field of 48 cars taking the green. 
The Small Bore and Spec Miata groups also turned out 
en masse for the weekend, each fielding car counts in the 
mid-30s.  Starter Robert Kosky was named NEDiv Work-
er of the Event, traveling from his home in Minnesota to 
work Start. The DC Region would like to thank him for his 

efforts.  You are welcome back anytime, Robert!
The 175 cars that turned out for the Northeast Confer-
ence Majors event on April 29-30 were the most cars for 
a DC Region Majors since 2008. Once again, the weather 
cooperated, and quite a few drivers started their “Path to 
Indy” at Summit Point this year! We are hopeful that DC 
Region drivers will be well represented at this year’s Run-

offs at Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
Immediately following the Major, the Region assisted 
Summit Point in adding additional curbing to the outside 
of Turn 3 in the hope that the new curbing will help solve 
some of the continuing issues with gravel being dragged 
onto the track from the gravel trap at Turn 3.  MARRS 5 
will be the Region’s first test of the new curbing. Drivers – 
please give us feedback on what you think of the curbing!
The MARRS series went on the road for the month of May 
and the first part of June, with our annual visit to VIR the 
weekend before Mother’s Day, and a visit to NJMP Light-
ning circuit in early June.  As usual, MARRS competitors 
were well represented at the SARRC/MARRS challenge, 

as over 100 MARRS drivers competed at VIR.
A reminder that the MARRS series has two races at Sum-
mit Point in July (July 8-9 and July 29-30), and goes on 
the road to Pitt Race in August (Aug 12-13). This year’s 
Labor Day event marks the final home MARRS of the 
season due to paving of the Summit Point circuit. The 
2017 MARRS series ends on the road at VIR on October 
14-15 to celebrate the 60th anniversary of SCCA racing 

at VIR.  Please come out and join us!

DC Region SCCA Member 
Anniversaries  3/1/17  to 5/31/17

50 Years
Paul Anderson

45 Years
Thomas Howen

Conrad Poniatowski 
Claude Saffer

James Hollowell
Kathy McLeod

40 Years
Howard M Landon

35 Years
Ken Brown

Kenneth Harwood
Marilyn Harwood

Scott Alan Holman
Fredrick McconnelI

30 Years
Michael Stringfellow

Charles S Fensel
Warren Montague

Robert Myles
Steve Huemmer

William M Smith III
Randy E Thompson

Daniel H Jones

25 Years
W B Sanford Jr
Debbi Shelton

April L K Spoerl
Frank Madeka
Gary Breeback

Peter Koch

20 Years
Bob Hausmann

Christopher Etridge
James W Toland
Janet V Toland
Lindy T Toland

Michael A Noska
Sue Decker
Karl Spoerl

Shawn Dewey

15 Years
Susan Downer
Toree Holmes

Gus Mohammadi
Bill Saltenberger
Sherry Beyers

Chuck Montague
Vincent G Strohmer
James  A Kellerman

Jean Trammell
Randy Trammell
Sharon Ryman

Ron Shurie
Philip Ackley

John Nicolaysen
Andrej Balanc

10 Years
Kelvin Filzen

Keith Shugarts
Julie Gaddy
Steve Gaddy

Grayden Nordquist
Jason Holman

Eric K Nordquist
Kathleen R Leidich
Jonathan Weisheit

Erin Eaton
Gregory Eaton

Benjamin P Slechta
Andrew C Johnston

Terry S Baker
Timothy I Jacobs

Keith S Filzen

Thank you 
for making 

our region so 
awesome!
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Connecting Family, Motorsports and Fun
A PDX Story

By Kim Dixon, Registration Wench, PDX/Club Trials

Many people ask me why I am in-
volved in Motorsports.  Quite honest-
ly, it kept me out of doing another ac-
tivity that I was less interested in that 
my husband wanted to do.  “Here 
Honey, let’s check this activity out.”  
Within a few runs, he was hooked, 

and well, I had a choice to participate or be a motorsports 
widow.  17 years later, I’m still involved in motorsports and I 
love every minute of it.  The people are great.  The cars are 

fun and it’s an awesome atmosphere over all.
I see lots of people come through my line in the PDX who 
look sad when I ask if they brought anyone with them.  
“Nope, wife’s at home…doesn’t want to sit around here all 
day.”  Is a regular answer along with, “Someone had to be 
home with the kids.”  This sadness doesn’t have to be, be-
cause the SCCA PDX program (along with most of our SCCA 
programs) is very family friendly and if someone wants to be 

active, we will find something for them to do.
A lot of people have misconceptions about the PDX program 
and have a hard time jumping the hurdle to come play with 
their cars on track.  I want to try and address those miscon-
ceptions here so you have a better picture of what there is to 

do and see at a PDX.
“PDX is just a fancy parade lap”.  Not true.  Where we do 
have a variety of cars and driving abilities on track there is 
still progression of speed, passing, and challenging yourself 
to improve your line with each lap.  You are still relying on the 
flag stations to communicate what is ahead of you and what 

you need to do. 
“You need a race car to participate in PDX and Club Trials.”  
Not true.  Just about any car can participate in PDX and club 
trials.  There are a few cars that have a high center of gravity 
or cars that are convertibles without proper roll over protec-
tion that cannot participate in PDX and Club Trials but those 
are the exception and not the rule.  The  WDCR-SCCA PDX 
and Club Trials program have everything from Ford Fair-
monts to McLarens and Hyundais  to Ferraris.  If you have a 

car, we probably have the ability to put it on track.
“You have to go to school to learn how to flag and volunteer 
at a PDX and Club Trials”. Every day at our events we hold a 
brief flagging meeting and train our flaggers how to use the 
radio, what to look out for and how to use the flags.  It’s great 
if you have participated in a club racing flag school because 
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you can get hands on practice in a lower stress situation, or if you really enjoy flagging at a PDX/Club 
Trial, you can take your newfound skills to the Club Racing flag school and flag in more action packed 

situations.
“Children are not welcome at a PDX.”  Absolutely not true.  We want families to participate in motor-
sports together.  If children are responsible and can take direction they are welcome to help out in 
registration or timing.  If they are over 16 years old they may try their hand at flagging.  We do stress 

that this is a motorsports event and children should not be left 
unattended in areas of high traffic, however, most tracks do 
have areas where children can play with minimal interactions 

with vehicle traffic.
“If I wreck my car on track, my insurance won’t cover it.”  This 
can be true.  However, the SCCA participates with Lock-
ton-Affinity Insurance, which is HPDE insurance.  There is a 
deductible associated with it and any timed events such as 
Club Trials are not eligible, however, for those participating in 

PDX it is a nice safety buffer.  
“Track days are expensive.”  This can be true as well.  How-
ever, the WDCR-SCCA PDX and Club Trials program offers a 

work three get one free program.  This means that if you, or anyone willing to work on your behalf works 
for 3 days flagging or working grid, you can get a credit for a free day on the track.  All of our worker 
days are transferrable so if you have your family come out and flag, your credit can be earned faster 

while they get an up close view of you on the track.
“Track people aren’t social.”  NOT TRUE.  The PDX/Club Trial program works very hard to build a family 
like feel at the events and we encourage you to participate in bench racing, chatting up the committee 

or dining with us on Saturday night dinner hosted by our AMAZING Ladies Auxiliary!   
“There is nothing for my family members to do at the track.”  Most likely not true.  There are plenty of 
places at the track that your family can build their own little oasis paddock, bring a tent, bring some 
chairs, and a cooler, some good books and/or the radio and they can just soak up some rays and wait 
for you to be done your classroom and track sessions.  Or they can learn how to flag or work in the grid 
or help with calling the events over the loudspeakers.  Where they can’t ride around at speed with you 
on the track, they can ride around with instructors or they can ride around with you at our lunchtime 

parade laps.  
To make this long story short, we want to see you at our events.  The PDX program is easy to get in-
volved with, your family can participate in and we can find cost effective ways for you to participate.  If 
you have any other questions or concerns please ask.  The PDX / Club Trial committee is here to help 

you out and get you on track!

Our upcoming events are:
July 15-16 (Summit Point Shenandoah Circuit)

August 26-27 (Summit Point Shenandoah Circuit)
September 16-17 (Dominion Raceway)

October 21-22 (Summit Point Jefferson Circuit)

Hope to see you there!
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                                                  SCCA Names New President
“After an extensive and thoughtful search process, Sports Car Club 
of America® proudly announces Michael Cobb as the organization’s 
new President and Chief Executive Officer.  An SCCA® member 
with more than 25 years of diverse experience transforming brands, 
companies and cultures, Cobb will officially embrace his new role 

June 1 with the Club.” - SCCA.com

DC Rallycross 2017 - Josh Hickey

DC Rallycross started another season on a rain-soaked field at the Rally Farm in Catlett, Virginia where 
all our events will be held this year. The first event turned into a battle of tire choice and cone avoid-

ance, as the field had not yet dried out from winter rains. With 
the Rally Farm’s convenient location to the DC metro area, 
a field of 55 entrants turned out for the kickoff event, with 
stiff competition in most classes and the 2WD cars fighting 
against some deep rutting and lack of traction throughout. 
Adam Kimmett put down the fastest overall time of the day in 
his Impreza to win the modified all-wheel-drive class by over 
18 seconds.  Meanwhile, Mod FWD champion Andy Thomas 
took second to Adam George, driving Andy’s old Hyundai Ac-
cent! Jim Golden picked up where he left off last year by win-

ning the large stock AWD class while Keith Pizio drove his Subaru to a 30-second win in the Prepared 
AWD class.  Shawn Roberts once again crushed the Prepared RWD class in his Miata, even though it 
got stuck during the previous day’s test and tune. In the largest class, Modified RWD, 2016 runner-up 
Eric Eisele dominated from the start, beating PR-transplant Jeff Geier and 2016 champion Josh Hickey, 
all in BMW e30s, by a sizable margin using his new grass and mud tires. Richard Mejia drove his Ford 

Fiesta to a close win in Prepared FWD.
After several postponed events, Event #2 finally took place in excellent dry conditions in mid-May. With 
several regulars absent, running at Southern Ohio Forest Rally, course design fell to Andy Thomas, 
who put together a highly technical and flowing course better suited to the 2WD cars. With much small-
er classes due to a 30-driver entry, Thomas took back the 
win from Adam in Mod FWD, Michael Vess won Modified 
AWD, and Mike Golden beat his brother for his first win 
of the season in Stock AWD. Due to the need for a safety 
steward in the opposite heat, Shawn Roberts up-classed 
to Mod RWD, and his co-driver Katie Orgler won Prepared 
RWD in his absence. For this event, over 1/3 of all entries 
were in the 12-car Modified RWD class, which saw the re-
turn of Corey McKenzie in the Turbo Volvo, Nick Drymalski 
in the M3, Rick Landis in the BRZ, and a bunch of e30s with different engines fighting it out against the 
speedy Roberts in his Miata. After all was said and done, Stephen Nichols picked up the win over Hick-
ey by 7/10ths of a second, with Roberts only 5/100ths of a second behind in 3rd, even after picking up 
8 cones on the day (he’s that fast!). Modified AWD promises once again to be a free-for-all throughout 

the season (along with Stock AWD) with a very well-matched field of competitors.
DC’s next event is a makeup 2-day event (Saturday+Sunday) at the Rally Farm on June 10th and 11th, 
in a last tune-up before DC hosts the SCCA RallyCross DirtFish East Coast Championships in July. 

Come join us in whatever car you have, and get dirty!
Photo Credit: Stephen Phillips
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VIR SARRC/MARRS Wrap-Up - Sam Fouse, NCR RE

2017 marks a significant milestone in the histories of both North Carolina Region and Washington 
DC Region. It was in August 1957 that VIR held it’s very first racing event, an SCCA National, put on 
by NC Region. That event was also NCR’s first ever racing event as we did not have a track prior to 

that date. We had been primarily a hillclimb and 
rally club since being chartered in 1954. For that 
reason, we needed and solicited the assistance 

of our good friends in WDCR to help us put on the 
first ever race at VIR. That makes our history at 
VIR ‘shared’. Most people also don’t realize that, 
until 1969, NC Region was actually a member of 
NEDIV. Just think. If we hadn’t ‘seceded’, there 

couldn’t have been all those SARRC/MARRS over 
the years.

 The feature race of that first event at VIR was won by Carroll Shelby in a Maserati and a photo of 
Carroll was featured on the cover of the September/October 1957 issue of Sports Car Magazine 

commemorating the race at the newly opened VIR. That magazine cover was the basis for the cover 
of a four page full-color history program created and distributed at this year’s S/M Challenge and it 

will be available again in the fall if you didn’t get one. In part, because of all this shared history, we in 
NC Region still feel a close bond to our cousins “up north” in WDCR, even though most of us weren’t 

alive in 1957.  
The 2017 edition of the SARRC/MARRS Challenge 
was conducted May 6/7 at VIR. This year’s event 
saw 209 drivers register for 476 entries (one race, 

one car) which compares favorably with 2016 which 
saw 223 drivers register for 489 races. For a while it 
looked touch and go because over 20% of all entries 
didn’t register until the week just prior to the event. I 
believe some of that can be attributed to the Majors 

at Summit being just the week before, something 
neither of us can control. Also, many drivers like to wait for the weather report, and since we live in an 

era now where everything is done on-line and there are no late fees, the urgency to register weeks 
in advance is gone. A slightly higher number of drivers came from NEDIV than SEDIV, and that is a 

trend that usually goes with this event. We don’t often see Florida drivers come to the ‘frozen tundra’ 
of Danville, Virginia, even in May.

 The weather turned out to be co-operative for the most part and the racing was intense. You can 
check our website for race results (http://ncrscca.com/results/). There was some discussion during 

and since about the use of Code 35 versus full course yellow/pace car, and you know what they say 
about opinions. We are continuing to work on 

improved solutions, so if you have driven in any 
of our events in the past year, look for a survey 

to come your way in the next week. We do listen 
and want our membership to know we care about 

what happens at our events.
 VIR is a ‘no-hot-pulls’ facility. That means they 

will not dispatch their track-owned and staffed EV 
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Pitt Race Preview
units until the field is under control to their satisfaction. This 
is a trend spreading elsewhere, and not just in SEDIV. Also, 

race control ultimately is under the direction of stewards, 
most of whom are not 
NC Region, and some 
not even SEDIV. So 

while one group got a 
split start, we now real-
ize another that wanted 
one didn’t. We are often 

not consulted in these decisions, but be advised that NCR 
is always prepared to do a split start if you want one if we’re 
permitted to do so by the stewards. Looking ahead to Octo-
ber, we hope to have these glitches solved with your help. 

Remember, the SCCA is a membership club of equals. Your 
input is welcomed and needed.

 We are pleased that the fall event (October 11-12) will be 
the MARRS finale and we will also be hosting the finale of 
the V8 Road Racing Series and our traditional Prod Fest 
for the small bore group. To accommodate everyone, we 
will likely drop at least one of the enduros. We also are 

anticipating working with WDCR on a special joint gift and 
a social event to celebrate our 60 years together. We hope 
to see everyone again in the fall and until then, enjoy safe 

racing and safe journeys.

Pitt Race Preview

Steel Cities is excited to have the 
WDCR Members come out and be a 

part of our event in August.  For those 
drivers that remember the old “Bea-

ver Run”, you are in for a big surprise 
just as soon as you enter the facility 

of “Pitt Race”.  Since it was bought by 
the Stouts in 2010, the upgrades and 

constant improvements happen before 
your eyes!  The challenging layout 

of the new South Track offers eleva-
tion changes, fast turns, tight turns, 

on and off camber turns, and is more 
technical.  The old North Track with 
its smooth new asphalt offers higher 
speed and the curbing is perfectly 

placed. If you raced on the track last 
year, be aware there were 15+ new 
track records achieved at our Majors 
event.  Improvements are not over 

as a new tower is on the schedule to 
be built this year.  The venue keeps 
growing and developing, if you hav-
en’t been on the Full Course – you 

are missing out!  Steel Cities hopes to 
see your smiling faces when you get 

off the track in August. We are inviting 
any flaggers that wish to come and en-
joy the weekend, we serve great food!

Paula Hawthorne
Steel Cities RE
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News from Our Neighbors - 2017 Devil in the Dark - by Dave Back

The Devil in the Dark 12 Hour Endurance Race is certainly one of the most challenging endurance racing events 
of the year. The New Jersey Motorsports Park facility is one of the most welcoming motorsports complexes and 

the track is very well maintained. The South Jersey Region working with other 
regions and the NJMP maintenance group does an excellent job to ensure rac-
ing is safe and the track is well cared for. Despite consistent light rain there was 
only one full couse caution.    This year’s event attracted teams from seven 
SCCA Regions, Philadelphia, Susquehanna, New York, New England, Washing-
ton, D.C., Northern New Jersey, and the South Jersey Region all competing for 
the coveted first place trophy.     The twelve hour event featured a race within a 
race in that competitors could choose to run a total of two or three hours rather 
than run the entire twelve hours and be scored separately. Only four of the en-

tries chose to run the shorter distance.    The 2.25 mile track can be incredibly demanding and there is no re-
placement for experience. The weather can certainly challenge a crew chief’s best laid out strategy for fuel stops 
and tire changes.    The weather wasn’t a factor during Friday’s early evening as the Tullman Walker Racing #1 
Porsche took the pole a mere half second quicker than their #97 Tullman Walker Racing Porsche, both running 
in the E1 class. Third fastest was the Prototype Elan Np01 of Jim Locke Automotive. The Match Racing Miata 
was the fastest E3 competitor at fourth overall and the Tyspeed Automotive BMW 330Ci was sixth fastest, first in 
the E2 class.    The local Philadelphia weather forecast for Saturday was clear and seasonably cool weather 
through late afternoon with light rain showers heading in during the ear-
ly evening hours. Unfortunately the weather was quite the opposite. A 
light mist remained steady as the cars assembled on the grid and at the 
11:55am start with temperatures in the mid-fifties.    The persistent light 
rain made for a very exciting first hour with five cars on the lead lap. The 
overall leader, first in E3 was the #55 Match Racing Miata, just seconds 
ahead of the E4 leading #91 Flatout Motorsports Miata, with the #79 E4 
Tullman Walker Miata hot on their tail a few seconds up on #97 E1 Tull-
man Walker Porsche just two seconds up on #63 E4 Hotztuff Miata in 
fifth.    Two laps down running sixth and seventh found the #44 E4-2hr 
Baja Amusements Miata leading the #13 E4 McIntosch Industries Miata, with seven cars just three laps down 
running eighth through fourteenth were the #83 E5 Rhinoceros Racing Miata, #94 E3 Radial Motorsports Acura 
Integra, #66 E5 Entropy racing Spec Racer Ford, #24 E2 Tyspeed Racing BMW, #09 E2 Team Troxel BMW, #13 
P Jim Locke Automotive Elan Np01 and #05 E3 Allen Force Racing Nissan 300Zx.    As the weather continued 
its unpredictable pattern the rain let up and a dry line appeared on the track as some teams pitted to swap from 
rains to dry tires. Unfortunately the rain only stopped for a short period of time and soon the dry line was gone 
and a steady mist returned. The timing was precarious as many teams were nearing their fuel stops and driver 
changes. Team managers could be seen quickly jotting notes on their clip boards and consulting with their com-

puter timing and data personnel.    During this round of pit stops 
many drivers could be heard coaching their co-driver about the ten-
uous track conditions and where the track was most slick. When 
asked where the track was most slippery, one driver commented to 
me, “Everywhere.”    At the second hour the #97 E1 Tullman Walker 
Porsche took the lead one lap up on their teammate, the #79 E4 
Tullman Walker Miata with the #91 E4 Flatout Racing Miata on the 
same lap and third overall. The E3 Class leading #55 Match Racing 
Miata was fourth a lap down on the two E4 competitors and a lap up 
on the number #13 E4 McIntosh Racing Miata. The E2 class leader 
#24 BMW of Tyspeed Automotive Racing was gaining momentum 
and moved from eleventh overall to sixth and the #66 E5 Entropy 

Spec Racer Ford moved into tenth taking the E5 lead.    The #97 Tullman Walker Racing Porsche continued to 
stretch its overall lead at the close of the third hour as a good battle was heating up behind them between the 
hard charging #91 E4 Flatout Motorsports Miata and the #55 E3 Miata of Match Racing who was a mere eight 
seconds behind them relegating the #79 E4 Tullman Miata to fourth with the #63 E4 Hotztuff Miata now fifth and 
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the #3 E4 McIntosh Racing Miata running sixth. Meanwhile the lead for the E2 class changed hands as the hard 
pushing #09 E2 Team Troxell BMW overtook the #24 E2 Team Ty-
speed Automotive Racing BMW as the #66 Entropy Racing Spec 
Racing Ford continued to hold onto the E5 class lead.    With the 
close of the fourth hour it was looking as if the Tullman Walker Racing 
Porsche was the team to beat as they upped their overall lead to 
three laps over the second overall #91 E4 Flatout Motorsports Miata 
who in turn was stretching their lead on the E3 leading Match Racing 
Miata still third as the #63 E4 Hotztuff Miata climbed from fifth to 
fourth and the E2 leading Team Troxell BMW moved from seventh to 
fifth overall.    The fifth hour saw no changes in the top four positions 
as the front runners set a consistent pace. The #79 E4 Tullman Walk-
er Miata began to regain its early pace and moved up to fifth overall, 
third in class as the new leader in the E2 class, the #24 Tyspeed Automotive Racing BMW held sixth and the E5 
leaders Entropy Racing moved up to seventh.    The sixth hour marked the half way point and though there were 
no changes in the top four positions the E4 leading #91 Flatout Motorsports made up two laps on the overall 
leading Tullman Walker Racing Porsche. The E3 leader, Match Racing still held onto third overall but the E3 #94 
Radial Motorsports Acura Integra second in the E3 class was gaining ground as they moved from tenth to sev-
enth overall. A lap down on them was the # 05 Allen Force Racing Nissan 300Zx. The #24 Tyspeed BMW moved 
up to fifth holding onto the E2 class lead as the #13 McIntosh Racing Miata moved up two places to sixth overall, 
third in the E4 class.    At the half way mark the 2017 Devil in the Dark was a fascinating race. The top three 

overall were separated by a mere two laps. Going strictly by class the top 
ten read as follows, E1, E4, E3, E4, E2, E4, E3, E2, E5 and E3. There’s no 
doubt that the overcast sometimes clearing and other times raining or driz-
zly weather played a major role causing pit stops to get out of sync for 
driver, tire and fuel stops, forcing the crew chiefs to recalculate and specu-
late on fuel economy, tire selection, tire pressures and when to change 
drivers. According to the “sups” the longest stint a driver can go without a 
one hour break is four hours. It’s hard to imagine anyone driving for an 
extended length of time in these conditions although Paul Moorcones of 
Radial Motorsports told me that their driver Drew Gutow gets their Iron Man 

award by driving an incredible stint of three hours and forty minutes!    Hour seven saw no change in the top four 
positions but the McIntosh Racing Miata and the Radial Motorsports Acura were on the move, both moving up a 
notch to fifth and sixth overall with the E2 class leading Tyspeed Automotive Racing BMW seventh, the Allen 
Force Racing Nissan eighth, the Team Troxel BMW ninth and the E5 leaders Entropy Racing tenth.    The eighth 
hour brought as the late George Carlin would say, “continued darkness” and the somewhat damp track was now 
being illuminated by a multitude of headlights, driving lights and fog lights and a new leader. The Flatout Motor-
sport Miata charged forward to make up two laps and take the overall lead with the Tullman Walker Racing 
Porsche close behind on the same lap. Overall positions three through seven remained the same but the E5 
leaders, Entropy Racing took over the eighth spot overall relegating the Allen Force Racing Nissan and the Team 
Troxell BMW to ninth and tenth.    The ninth hour was run in total darkness as teams relied on their lights to nav-
igate the sweeping lines of the Thunderbolt circuit. Retaking their overall 
lead the Tullman Walker Racing got by the Flatout Motorsports Miata, 
though both remained on the same lap. Positions three through six re-
mained the same but now the #05 E3 Allen Force Nissan 300Zx was 
upping their pace moving into seventh overall just two laps down on the 
Radial Motorsports Acura. The Tyspeed Automotive Racing BMW was 
pushed back to eighth, still leading the E2 class but The Team Troxell 
BMW was gaining ground in ninth while Entropy Racing continued its E5 
class lead in tenth.    As hour ten came to a close the top seven positions 
remained the same however the E2 battle between the BMW’s of Team 
Troxell and Tyspeed Automotive Racing heated up as Team Troxell made 
up four laps to take a two lap lead in the E2 class both teams running eighth and ninth overall, and the Tullman 
Walker Racing Miata moved up to tenth overall.    With an hour left to go, the eleventh hour saw the Tullman 
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to the Washington 
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Walker Racing Porsche at its best out pacing the pack building a commanding four lap lead, but the E4 class 
leading Flatout Motorsports Miata continued on its brisk pace with the E3 class leading Match Racing Miata 
pushing hard but still four laps back of Flatout Racing. Fourth and fifth overall featured an ensuing class battle 

for E4 positions second and third between the Hotzstuff and McIntosh rac-
ing Miatas, but it was a heartbreak for the ever reliable Radial Motorsports 
Acura as one of the titanium valve retainers disintegrated in cylinder four 
forcing them to retire while running sixth overall and second in the E3 class. 
Moving into sixth overall the E2 Tyspeed Automotive Racing BMW retook 
its class lead, though the Team Troxell BMW remained on the same lap 
now running eighth. The Allen Force Nissan still running seventh inherited 
second in the E3 class at the expense of the Radial Motorsports’ Acura 
mechanical issue. The Tullman Walker Racing Miata moved up another 
place to ninth overall with Entropy Racing running tenth.    As the check-
ered flag waved earnestly the Tullman Walker Racing Porsche left no doubt 

that they were the team to beat stretching their lead to six laps over the E4 winning Flatout Motorsport Miata who 
bested the rest of the field by five laps. Third overall and taking the E3 honors was the ever steady Match Racing 
Miata. The hottest contention in the last hour was between the E2 BMW’s with the Tyspeed Automotive Racing 
BMW just edging out the Team Troxell BMW by a mere lap after twelve hours of dicing both teams finishing sixth 
and seventh overall. Fourth and fifth overall, second and third in E4 saw a good battle between the Miata’s of 
Hotztuff and McIntosh Racing with only two laps separating them. Eighth overall, second in E3 was taken by the 
Allen Force Racing Nissan 300Zx. The Tullman Walker Racing Miata a front runner until a minor electrical grem-
lin hampered them early in the race finished a credible ninth overall fourth in E4 and the Entropy Racing Spec 
Ford took tenth and the class win in E5.     Finishing in positions eleven, twelve and thirteen were the Rhinoceros 
Racing Miata, second in E5, the Escape from New York Miata, fifth in E5, and though uncontested in the Proto-
type class the Jim Locke Automotive Elan Np01 who made an excellent 
showing and its unique stature was surely a crowd favorite and credited 
with the most entertaining pit stop as the driver climbed into the car in their 
last pit stop suddenly realized he didn’t have his racing shoes on. Quickly 
he scrambled back to change shoes and while slinkying his way into the 
cockpit realized he didn’t have his gloves. A jovial laughter ensued in their 
pit area as the gullwing doors closed the Prototype racer rejoined the 
pack.    In the end nothing could surpass the comaraderie of the workers, 
safety crew, racers and enthusiasts. There’s a new Devil in the Dark 
Champion. Congratulations to the Team Walker Racing Porsche and a 
hearty thank you to the South Jersey Region who along with six other 
SCCA regions did an excellent job to ensure that the Devil in the Dark is truly one of the premier races in our 

sport.
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Solo Report
Washington DC Region Solo Opens 2017 With Big Entry Numbers, Fierce Battles

by Alan Claffie

Sports Car Club of America’s Washington DC Region kicked off its 2017 championship season on Sun-
day with a 250-entry and close competition throughout many big classes. Eight classes boasted ten or 

more entries each, while six classes saw margins of victory less than two tenths of a second. 
 The largest class, Street Touring Roadster, also had 
one of the smallest winning margins. Tommy Layton 
took advantage of a re-run to take a .130-second win 
over Justin Neal, with third place Shane Chinnon and 
fourth place Brian Karwan - all four drivers piloting 
Mazda MX-5s- within a second of the class win. But 
that .130-second gap from first to second was huge 
compared to that in D Street. That class, which had 
fourteen participants, saw Barry Fedon win over Rich-

ard Fetter by just .011 seconds. 
Street Touring Unlimited was also a close contest. 

Just less than a tenth of a second separated boost-buggy drivers Jerry Byrd (Subaru STi) and Anthony 
Martel (Mitsubishi Evolution). X Prepared was won by Chris Lin (Toyota MR2 Spyder) over Craig Stu-
ard’s Factory Fiver Roadster by just .162 seconds. G Street’s winning margin was just .179 seconds, 

Christopher Kent (Ford Focus ST) over Dan Herrera (Volkswagen GTI). 
H Street had it all on Sunday: a large entry, a close contest for the win, and a feel-good story to boot. 
Among the twenty drivers in the class were nine military veterans competing with VETMotorsports in 
association with the SCCA Foundation. At the top of the class, a mere .112 seconds separated the win-

ner, Stephen Courtney’s Acura RSX, from runner-up John Crooke’s Ford Fiesta ST. 
Other large classes included B Street (15 drivers), won by Robert Hopkins in a Honda S2000. Street 
Modified also had fifteen drivers, with the best of the bunch being Alex Maximov in a Subaru STi. C 
Street (14 drivers) saw Brian Garfield take a nearly full-second win in his Mazda MX-5. Street Touring 
Extreme (11 drivers) was taken with a one-two combination 
of Marcus Pyne and Steve Mitchell co-driving a Scion FR-S. 
And Super Street (10 drivers) was won by Chad Williams, 
who changed from a Mustang GT350R to a Corvette Grand 
Sport over the winter and began that car’s 2017 campaign 

with a half-second win over Craig Marhefka’s Porsche. 
The trend of switching cars during the off-season and find-
ing success wasn’t limited to Super Street. A Street was 
won by Steven Holzer in a new Camaro over Nathan Atkins 
in a newly-acquired Corvette Z06. In fact, with the possible 
exception of fifth-place Sean McKay’s BMW M3, the entire 

A Street class was made of new or new-to-them cars. 
The future of the WDCR Solo program is bright, if the dramatic rise in the ranks of the Junior Kart pro-
gram is any indication. Fourteen young drivers in three age groups took to the course. Junior A had 
a close battle for the win, with Dylan Burnett taking the class by just .236 seconds over Julian Penn. 

Morgan Burkhard won Junior B, and Cooper Kuhn was the winner in the Junior C class. 
In the PAX standings, where drivers’ times are multiplied by class-specific indexes in an attempt to 
handicap overall results, D Street Prepared driver John Vitamvas came out on top over Layton, STR 

driver Justin Neal, C Street Prepared winner Mike Kline, and STR’s Shane Chinnon-Rhoden. 
WDCR Solo event registration is done online only through DLBracing.com. Information about the Solo 

program can be found at http://www.wdcr-scca.org.
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If  you could drive any track in the world which one would it be?

Asked & Answered
You asked, they’ve answered!
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 A Note from the Editor - Taylor Hyatt
Taking on the duties of publishing the Straightpipe has been challenging to 
say the least, but also very rewarding. It’s been an honor to work with so many 
extremely talented SCCA members, most of whom I am lucky enough to call my 
friends. I get to preview all the articles, sort through hundreds of pictures, and 
chat with all of the program chairs on what’s going on within their programs. I 
try my best to attend as many WDCR events per season as possible, but some-

times it just doesn’t work out the way I would like so it’s nice to have people that I can reply on for 
content. If you have anything to share please feel free to reach out to me. 
I would like to add that I am in no way, shape or form a graphic designer, but I’ve googled and You-
tubed my little heart out trying to figure out how to make the Straightpipe better than ever. If you have 
any recommendations, I am always open to hear them. 
My goal is to make sure the members are informed about what’s going on in OUR club while also 
providing some funny stories and photos along the way. 
Thank you to all that have contributed. I look forward to seeing what is still to come!
Contact me at: Straightpipe@wdcr-scca.org

“No longer have an interest in driving, but I would 
love to flag Le Mans.” - John Gerben

“I would like to be driven on Monaco. I would try 
not to spill my champagne...” - Pat Kaunitz

“Spa. Because it actually goes somewhere.” 
- Michael Kaunitz

“Spa. Fast, tricky, beautiful...Eau Rouge.” 
- Elizabeth Miller

“Spa. The best combination of flowing corners of 
any tracck I’ve seen.” - Jonathan Kinberg

“Nurburgring. Long, complicated, with a little  bit 
of everything.” - Mark Liller

“Spa. Because it is the last survivor of the “classic” 
F1 circuits. Because Raidillon and the grandeur of 

La Source hairpin.” - Dave Hsu

“Nurernburgring, speeds are high, but with my 
short memory, every curve is new no matter how 

many laps I have made.” - Wayne Armbrust

“Summit Point! That’s where all my friends are!” 
- Kevin Fryer

“Pau GP circuit. No swimming pools dropped in 
the middle of this one.” - Greg Nagy

“There - Spa. Here-Road America. To Flag-Mona-
co” - Paul Moeller

“Suzuka” - Marc Cefalo
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Solo: @FedEx Field
4/1-4/2: Kart/Novice School

4/23: Season Opening Practice
4/30: Championship Event #1
5/6: Level 1&2 School / T&T

5/21: Championship Event #2
6/4: Level 1&2 School / T&T

6/25: Championship Event #4
7/8: Level 1&2 School / T&T

7/16: Championship Event #5
8/20: Championship Event #6
9/24: Championship Event #7

PDX:
3/11-12: PDX & Club Trials

@SPR Main
4/1: Instructors Clinic

@SPR Shen.
4/2: PDX & Club Trials

@SPR Shen.
7/15-16: PDX & Club Trials

@SPR Shen.
8/26-27: PDX & Club Trials

@SPR Shen.
10/21-22: PDX & Club Trials

@SPR Jeff.

Club Racing:
3/18-19: Drivers’ School

4/8-9: MARRS 1 / NEDiv Champion-
ship

4/29-30: Majors
5/6-7: MARRS 2&3 @VIR
6/3-4: MARRS 4 @NJMP

6/17-18: MARRS 5
7/8-9: MARRS 6

7/29-30: MARRS 7
8/12-13: MARRS 8 @PittRace

9/2-4: MARRS 9 & 10 - Labor Day 
Double

10/14-15: MARRS 11 @VIR

RX: @Catlett, VA
3/18: Test & Tune

3/19: Event #1
5/21: Event #3
6/10: Event #2 
6/11: Event #4

7/7-9: East Coast National Champion-
ship

9/16: Test & Tune
9/17: Event #5

10/15: Event #6
11/12: Event 

Washington DC Region SCCA - 2017 Calendar 
2017 C

alendar

RR:
4/8: School - Parksville, MD

5/7: Get the Dust Off - Hydes, MD


